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The 11 Best Real Estate Lead Generation Companies 

If you’re considering investing in lead gen, we’ve got you covered!  We’ve navigated a sea of options 
to uncover the best and most effective lead generation companies in 2024.  From pricing to lead 
quality and everything in between, this list breaks down the top 11 companies and why they stand out.  
 

Rank Company Best For Deep Dive Review Score 

1 
 

Zurple Sophisticated 
nurturing system 

Read Our Full 
Review 

4.9 

2 CINC Hyperlocal leads No Review Yet 4.8 

3 Zillow Premier Agent Buyer leads Read Our Full 
Review 

4.5 
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4 Ylopo Tech-savvy agents 
with existing CRM 

Read Our Full 
Review 

4.3 

5 Market Leader Get a predictable 
number of exclusive 
leads and affordable 
social media leads 

Read Our Full 
Review 

4.2 

6 Real Geeks Affordable all-in-
one lead generation 
system 

Read Our Full 
Review 

4.2 

7 zBuyer Affordable leads 
with no contract 

Read Our Full 
Review 

4.1 

8 SmartZip Geographic farming Read Our Full 
Review 

3.6 

9 Offrs Seller leads without 
a contract 

Read Our Full 
Review 

3.4 

10 Catalyze AI Exclusive inherited 
property leads 

No Review Yet 3.3 

11 REDX Prospecting leads Read Our Full 
Review 

3.1 
 
 
 

The full article is linked for you in the footer but below are each of the 11 top lead-gen companies 
broken down into digestible bullet points.  
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Zurple: 
● Zurple is a dynamic lead generation platform tailored specifically for real estate 

professionals. 
● It offers advanced AI technology that predicts and targets potential leads who are most likely 

to convert into clients. 
● Zurple provides a mix of high-quality leads and low-funnel leads, leveraging its predictive 

algorithms to identify prospects who are actively looking to buy or sell. 
● The platform is known for its automated lead nurturing capabilities, which include 

personalized email campaigns and behavior tracking to engage leads and facilitate 
conversions. 

● Zurple's intuitive dashboard and analytics tools allow agents to monitor lead activity, track 
engagement metrics, and optimize their lead generation strategies for maximum 
effectiveness. 

Zurple distinguishes itself with its innovative use of AI technology and personalized lead nurturing 
approach, empowering real estate agents to efficiently cultivate relationships with potential clients 
and drive business growth. 

 
 
CINC (Commissions Inc.): 

● CINC, also known as Commissions Inc., is a comprehensive lead generation and management 
platform designed specifically for real estate professionals. 

● It offers a suite of tools including lead capture, CRM, marketing automation, and IDX website 
integration to streamline the lead generation process. 

● CINC provides both high-quality leads and low-funnel leads, allowing agents to target 
prospects at different stages of the buying or selling journey. 

● The platform is praised for its robust lead follow-up capabilities, which include automated 
email and SMS campaigns, task reminders, and lead scoring to prioritize follow-up efforts. 

● CINC's customizable dashboard and reporting features enable agents to track lead 
performance, measure campaign effectiveness, and make informed decisions to optimize 
their lead generation strategies. 

CINC stands out for its comprehensive features, advanced lead management tools, and emphasis on 
personalized lead nurturing, empowering real estate agents to efficiently generate, nurture, and 
convert leads into clients. 
 
Zillow Premier Agent: 
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● Zillow Premier Agent is a lead generation program offered by the popular real estate 
marketplace Zillow. 

● It allows agents to advertise on Zillow's platform and receive leads directly from homebuyers 
and sellers who are actively searching for properties. 

● Zillow Premier Agent offers both high-quality leads and low-funnel leads, providing agents 
with opportunities to connect with potential clients at various stages of the purchasing 
journey. 

● The program is known for its wide reach and visibility, making it a valuable tool for agents 
looking to expand their client base and grow their business. 

 
Ylopo: 

● Ylopo is a cutting-edge lead generation and marketing automation platform tailored for real 
estate professionals. 

● It utilizes advanced AI technology to target and engage potential leads across various digital 
channels, including social media, search engines, and email. 

● Ylopo provides a mix of high-quality leads and low-funnel leads, leveraging its AI algorithms 
to identify prospects with high intent to buy or sell. 

● The platform offers robust lead nurturing features, such as automated drip campaigns, 
personalized messaging, and dynamic retargeting ads, to cultivate relationships and drive 
conversions. 

● Ylopo's intuitive interface and analytics dashboard allow agents to monitor lead activity, 
track campaign performance, and optimize their marketing strategies for maximum ROI. 

Ylopo distinguishes itself with its innovative AI-driven approach to lead generation and marketing 
automation, empowering real estate agents to effectively engage prospects, nurture relationships, 
and accelerate business growth in today's competitive market. 

Market Leader: 
● Market Leader is a comprehensive lead generation and CRM platform tailored for real estate 

professionals. 
● It offers a range of tools including lead capture forms, automated follow-up campaigns, and 

contact management features to streamline the lead generation process. 
● Market Leader provides both high-quality leads and low-funnel leads, enabling agents to 

target prospects based on their readiness to buy or sell. 
● The platform integrates with major MLS systems, allowing agents to access property listings 

and manage leads within a single interface. 
● Market Leader's customizable drip campaigns and email templates help agents nurture 

relationships with leads and stay top-of-mind throughout the buying or selling journey. 
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Market Leader stands out for its user-friendly interface, integration capabilities, and robust lead 
nurturing tools, empowering real estate agents to efficiently generate, manage, and convert leads 
into clients. 
 
Real Geeks: 

● Real Geeks is a comprehensive lead generation and CRM platform designed specifically for 
real estate professionals. 

● It offers features such as customizable websites, lead capture forms, and automated follow-
up systems to streamline the lead generation process. 

● Real Geeks provides both high-quality leads and low-funnel leads, allowing agents to target 
prospects at different stages of the buying or selling journey. 

● The platform integrates with major MLS systems, enabling agents to access up-to-date 
property listings and manage leads within a centralized dashboard. 

● Real Geeks' robust analytics and reporting tools provide agents with valuable insights into 
lead performance, campaign effectiveness, and ROI, allowing them to optimize their lead 
generation strategies for maximum results. 

Real Geeks is known for its user-friendly interface, advanced features, and integration capabilities, 
making it a valuable tool for real estate agents looking to generate, manage, and convert leads 
effectively in today's competitive market. 

 
zBuyer: 

● zBuyer is a lead generation platform designed to connect real estate professionals with 
motivated sellers and buyers. 

● It offers a range of lead generation services, including targeted marketing campaigns, lead 
capture forms, and lead qualification processes. 

● zBuyer focuses primarily on providing leads from motivated sellers who are looking to sell 
their properties quickly. 

● The platform employs various marketing channels, including online advertising, direct mail, 
and telemarketing, to generate leads for real estate agents. 

● zBuyer's lead scoring and filtering tools help agents identify and prioritize high-potential 
leads, allowing them to focus their efforts on prospects most likely to convert. 

zBuyer stands out for its specialization in connecting agents with motivated sellers, offering a 
valuable resource for agents looking to expand their listing inventory and close deals quickly in 
competitive markets. 
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SmartZip: 
● SmartZip is a predictive analytics and marketing automation platform tailored for real estate 

professionals. 
● It utilizes advanced data analytics and AI technology to predict which homeowners are most 

likely to sell their properties in the near future. 
● SmartZip provides agents with predictive seller leads, enabling them to target homeowners 

who are likely to list their properties for sale. 
● The platform offers a range of marketing automation tools, including personalized email 

campaigns, direct mail campaigns, and online advertising, to engage with potential sellers 
and nurture relationships. 

● SmartZip's predictive analytics and lead scoring capabilities help agents prioritize their 
outreach efforts and focus on high-probability leads, maximizing their chances of success in 
lead conversion. 

SmartZip distinguishes itself with its innovative use of predictive analytics to identify potential 
sellers before they even list their properties, providing real estate agents with a competitive edge in 
targeting and converting leads in today's market. 

 
Offrs: 

● Offrs is a predictive analytics platform designed to help real estate professionals identify 
potential sellers before they list their properties on the market. 

● It utilizes proprietary algorithms and data analysis to predict homeowner behavior and 
likelihood to sell within the next 12 months. 

● Offrs provides agents with predictive seller leads, enabling them to target homeowners who 
are most likely to list their properties for sale in the near future. 

● The platform offers a range of marketing tools, including personalized outreach campaigns, 
direct mail, and email marketing, to engage with potential sellers and nurture relationships. 

● Offrs' predictive analytics and lead scoring capabilities help agents prioritize their efforts and 
focus on high-quality leads, increasing their chances of success in lead conversion. 

Offrs stands out for its predictive analytics technology, which empowers real estate agents to 
proactively identify and connect with potential sellers, giving them a competitive advantage in 
targeting and converting leads in today's market. 
 
 
Catalyze AI: 

● Catalyze AI is an AI-driven lead generation platform specifically tailored for real estate agents 
and brokers. 
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● It utilizes advanced machine learning algorithms to analyze vast amounts of data and predict 
potential sellers or buyers within specific geographical areas. 

● Catalyze AI provides agents with predictive seller and buyer leads, allowing them to target 
individuals who are most likely to engage in real estate transactions. 

● The platform offers features such as lead scoring, automated outreach campaigns, and 
personalized messaging to effectively nurture relationships with leads. 

● Catalyze AI's data-driven approach enables agents to prioritize their efforts and focus on 
leads with the highest probability of conversion, optimizing their lead-generation strategies 
for success. 

Catalyze AI stands out for its innovative use of AI technology to help real estate professionals identify 
and engage with potential clients, offering a powerful tool to enhance lead generation and drive 
business growth in the competitive real estate market. 
 
 
 
 
REDX: 

● REDX is a comprehensive lead generation platform specializing in providing real estate 
professionals with accurate and up-to-date contact information for expired listings, for sale 
by owner (FSBO) properties, and other prospecting leads. 

● It offers a suite of tools including lead management, dialer capabilities, and prospecting 
training resources to help agents effectively reach out to potential clients. 

● REDX primarily focuses on providing leads from expired listings and FSBO properties, which 
are often considered high-quality leads due to their motivation to sell. 

● The platform's dialer feature allows agents to efficiently make prospecting calls and follow up 
with leads, maximizing their chances of connecting with potential clients. 

● REDX's training resources and support services help agents refine their prospecting skills 
and optimize their lead-generation efforts for greater success. 

REDX stands out for its specialization in providing leads from expired listings and FSBO properties, 
offering a valuable resource for real estate agents looking to expand their listing inventory and close 
deals in today's competitive market. 
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